Introduction: The perception of one's own body, its mental representation, and emotional attitude to it are the components of socalled "body image" [1] . The aim of the research was to analyse phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations as results of limb loss and to explain them in terms of body image distortion.
Introduction
One's body is not only a material foundation of human existence, but also a particularly important source of stimuli to which we react. The ability of cognitive conceiving of own body, including its parts and boundaries is called somatognosis or "body sense" [2] . Cognitive psychology and neuropsychology (or broadly: cognitive neuroscience) in their analyses use mostly a term "body representation" to describe a mental model of a body which is created in human minds, and evidence its complexity and specificity [3, 4] . It is suggested that body representation relies on multisensory data integration [4, 5] , engages networks of numerous brain regions [6] , and is a multidimensional concept within which various types of representations may be distinguished, depending on adopted criteria [4, 7, 8] . Taking into consideration a level of control and awareness of own body, body schema and body image are separately described [1] . Body schema is related mainly to unconscious integration of proprioceptive signals [9] , especially in the context of motor activity and body position [1] . It is described in terms of a system of sensorimotor capacities, which create a dynamic (online) representation of spatial and biomechanical properties of one's body. Body schema is based on automatic schemas and operates typically beyond intentionality but it may be incorporated into volunteer and goal-directed performance [1, 3, 4, 10] . Body image includes conscious perception and understanding of a body, as well as emotional attitude and behaviour towards it. This is a kind of abstract set of dispositions and states, in which one's body is an intentional object. Body image is usually referred to psychological dimension, while body schema applies mainly to the neurological one [1, 10] . Although body schema and body image are distinct systems, they usually interact and influence each other during daily activities. On the other hand, they may be dissociated in case of neurological deficits or neuropsychological dysfunctions. For instance, intact body schema but distorted (or incomplete) body image are observed in unilateral neglect in personal space. Conversely, in sensory peripheral neuropathy, body image remains unimpaired, whereas body schema is disturbed or even abolished [1, 3, 11, 12] .
An example of body image malformation is phantom phenomenon which is defined as feeling pain or nonpainful sensations, which come from absent body parts or organs [13] [14] [15] . Phantom pain in patients after limb amputations is said to be a frequent phenomenon. Various publications give out different proportions of patients who experience this kind of pain, depending on sample characteristics and methods of assessment. The percentages range between 0.5% and 100% [13, [16] [17] [18] , what causes difficulties in drawing unambiguous conclusions about the incidence of phantom pain. There are many factors which are perceived to be associated with phantom pain occurrence and development, such as age, prosthetic use, time elapsed since amputation or sex [19] . Apart from its prevalence, phantom pain is discussed in terms of its frequency in a single patient, duration, intensity and qualitative descriptors [13, [15] [16] [17] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Phantom pain may change its intensity or quality or even disappear over time [15] . Probability of phantom pain occurrence is enhanced by pre-amputation pain [16] .
Similarly to phantom pain, proportion of patients reporting non-painful phantom sensations is diverse and depends, among others, on method of data gathering and time which passed from an amputation [16] . Most often it is stated that non-painful phantom sensations occur in from 70% to 100% of the questioned [26] . The sensations appear significantly more frequently in patients suffering from phantom pain than those who are free from this kind of pain [16, 26] . It is also observed that they are more often of kinetic and kinaesthetic than exteroceptive nature [26] . Patients after limb amputations experience various numerous non-painful phantom sensations [15, 27, 28] . Pins and needles are the most often reported ones. Furthermore, patients relate to feel warmth or cold, pressure, itching and telescoping [15, 18, 29] .
Patients after limb amputations constitute interesting, but still occasionally described part of population. Phantom sensations and phantom pain are quite seldom the subject of systematic studies and are investigated using rather inconsistent methodology, which causes difficulties in drawing coherent conclusions. Research on these phenomena seems important for at least two reasons. First, as studies suggest, phantom pain and nonpainful phantom sensations are quite common results of limb amputation. Knowledge on their properties and specificity, as well as identification of factors influencing their onset and modifying their features, induce methods of prevention and treatment in case of intense pain or bothersome non-painful sensations. Second, studies on phantom phenomena in amputees extend the insight into body-related data processing. They shed light on body experience and body representation in untypical bodily conditions, demonstrating how nervous system copes with a body part loss. Consequently, they help to comprehend mental model of one's body, its features, and mechanisms of formation.
This study aimed to describe consequences of a limb loss on body experience. The research was focused on incidence, properties, and dynamics of phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations, as well as on relation between them after limb amputation. We expected, that both phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations would be commonly reported by amputees, although percentage of subjects experiencing phantom phenomena at the moment of the research would be lower than the percentage of subjects experiencing phantom phenomena in the past (briefly after a limb loss). In line with previous studies, we anticipated the variety of qualities of phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations. Moreover, we predicted that there would be a relationship between phantom pain and pre-amputation pain, as well as between non-painful phantom sensations and phantom pain. It was hypothesized that phantom limb phenomenon is an example of body image distortion and should be interpreted in terms of disturbed body representation.
Method Participants
The research group consisted of 22 participants (7 women and 15 men) between 43 and 76 years old (M = 61, SD = 11.3). Most respondents were the clients of The Public Institute of Orthopaedic Equipment or occupants of nursing homes in one of the big cities in Poland. The event which most frequently led to an amputation was vascular disease. All causes of amputations in the group are presented in Table 1 . Nineteen of the questioned (86.4%) had one limb amputated, two personstwo limbs, and one participant of the research lost four limbs. Detailed data on the level of amputation are enclosed in Table 2 . The individuals differed in period of time after an amputation. The shortest was 4 months, while the longest amounted nearly 62 years (M = 10.6 years, SD = 16.4). There were no complications nor problems after amputation in 17 respondents (77%). Five amputees (23%) reported complications in the form of troublesome wound healing, growth of the amputated bone or symptoms of the primary disease, which had led to the amputation. In all these cases reamputations were necessary. Prostheses at the time of the research were used by 12 of the questioned (54.5%), mainly irregularly, which made impossible to assess on average for how many hours a day prostheses were applied. 
Materials
Three methods were used in the study: (1) a clinical interview, (2) The Questionnaire of Body Experience After Limb Amputation [30] , (3) a modified version of The Pain Questionnaire which was based on The McGill Pain Questionnaire translated into Polish by K. Sedlak [31, 32] .
The interview was composed of two parts: questions concerning general information about participants of the study and questions referring to the amputation.
The Questionnaire of Body Experiencing after Limb Amputation has been worked out for the study due to lack of such methods in Polish [30] . It includes three parts: 1) painful sensations, 2) non-painful sensations, and 3) methods of coping with post-amputation sensations.
The Pain Questionnaire is a method based on The McGill Pain Questionnaire and is commonly used by anaesthetists involved in pain treatment. The Polish version of The Pain Questionnaire translated by K. Sedlak consists of 74 adjectives. An individual's task is to choose the adjectives, which best describe experienced pain [31, 32] . Participants of a study are also asked to mark a location of pain on a scheme of human body [31] . For the study a modification of the questionnaire was applied: the first task was to mark pain location on an enlarged (in relation to the original) scheme of human body; afterwards a subject was asked to describe pain intensity on the 11-degree scale (originally 6-degree scale is used), where 0 means "no pain" and 10 stands for "the most intense pain one could imagine".
Procedure
Due to specificity of phantom phenomena, purposive sampling was applied. An including criterion was a fact of limb or limbs loss, at least at the level of foot in case of lower limb, and at the level of hand in case of upper limb. Furthermore, termination of hospitalisation and a phase of wound healing (about 3 months) was taken into account, which was supposed to eliminate problems and sensations proceeding from an injury. The research was anonymous and participants did not receive any reward. After the respondents gave informed consent, they were examined individually once. An assessment session lasted from 15 to 60 minutes, depending on quantity and variety of reported phantom sensations.
Results

Phantom pain
Phantom pain was reported by 59% of participants (13 persons), while 41% of them have never experienced this kind of pain. Phantom limb pain appeared to be a dynamic phenomenon: 23% of participants (3 persons, N = 13) who have ever felt the pain, reported that it had passed off over time or as a result of treatment. Ten amputees, which is 77% of those who have ever gone through phantom pain (N = 13), have been experiencing it till the research. Eventually, at the moment of the study, phantom pain was reported by 45% of all respondents. Average intensity of phantom pain determined on 11-degree scale by a current pain intensity index was 5.7 (SD = 2.24, min. = 2, max. = 10). In the study phantom pain was predominantly described as penetrating (70% of questioned), tiring and nagging (60% in each case). The most frequent word descriptors chosen to characterise phantom pain are presented in Table 3 . 
Non-painful phantom sensations
In the present study, non-painful phantom sensations were more frequent than phantom pain. At the moment of the research they were reported by 68% of participants who still had an impression of possessing a limb, although it had been amputated. However, a percentage of amputees who have ever experienced non-painful phantom sensations was higher. Similarly to phantom pain, non-painful phantom sensations receded in 9% of the respondents. In the examined group 23% of participants have never experienced non-painful phantom sensations.
A great variety of non-painful sensations was observed in the group (see Table 4 ). The sensations did not appear individually, but many amputees experienced several sensations simultaneously (e.g., itching, tingling and warmth). An impression of "moving" phantom limb was notified the most frequently. A lot of participants reported that they could move it intentionally (e.g. stretch and crook a limb or move fingers), automatically and unconsciously (e.g. attempting to walk or jumping out of bed to answer the phone), and habitually (wagging the leg while talking with a researcher). Some amputees reported pins and needles, itching, tingling, feeling of altered temperature of phantom limb described as warmth or cold, and feeling of increased muscle tone, especially while walking. Furthermore, untypical phantom sensations were observed in the group. Some subjects reported that a limb was altered in relation to its pre-amputation state. With regard to length, position or features it differed from "original" (pre-amputation) body part. Two amputees reported a phenomenon of telescoping, in which a phantom limb becomes gradually shorter, whereas no amputee observed a sensation of lengthening or stretching limb beyond its original size. Four participants of the study had an impression of possessing a limb which was able to penetrate through objects. Three amputees reported that their limbs or their parts were crooked and it was impossible to stretch them. One person experienced phantom limb paralysis and another one reported that his phantom fists were clenched.
Factors associated with phantom pain and nonpainful phantom sensations
Inquiring into mechanisms of phantom pain onset and persistence, an analysis of co-occurrence of phantom pain and pre-amputation pain was conducted. In the group of participants who had experienced preamputation pain as a result of long-lasting disease process prior to amputation, 71.4% had ever reported phantom pain, whereas 37.5% were free from preamputation pain but had ever experienced phantom pain. Among participants who suffered from phantom pain at the moment of the study, the proportions of respondents with and without pre-amputation pain amounted to 50% and 37.5% respectively. The analysis did not indicate statistically significant differences between incidence of phantom pain felt both ever (p = .068) and at the moment of the study (p = .281) in groups of subjects with and without pre-amputation pain. An analysis of relationship between phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations experienced ever and currently (at the moment of the research) was also performed. There was no statistically significant association in a group of participants who had ever experienced phantom limb phenomenon (  2 = 1.08, p > .05), while such relation was observed in subjects reporting phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations at the moment of the research (  2 = 4.09, p < .05).
Discussion
The aim of the research was a qualitative and quantitative analysis of sensations related by amputees in terms of phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations. Describing phantom limb phenomenon, we focused on two time parameters: phantom sensations which occurred in any moment after amputation (whenever) and phantom sensations which were experienced at the moment of the research (currently). An attempt to identify relationships between phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations, as well as association between preamputation and phantom pain was also undertaken.
Considering phantom pain, it was quite common consequence of a limb loss in the participants of the study, which is in line with previous reports [13, 16, 17] . In some individuals phantom pain receded spontaneously or as a result of pharmacotherapy. On the one hand, the result suggests that phantom pain is a dynamic phenomenon which may disappear or change its intensity or quality across time [15] . On the other hand, it corroborates the possibility to reduce painful phantom sensations with medication, as shown in the literature [20, 31] . In the study, phantom pain was predominantly characterised by the questioned as penetrating, tiring and nagging, although its average intensity reached the level of moderate pain. The data are similar to results reported in the literature, where mean intensity amounts 5 points on 0 to 10 scale [13] . Searching for explanations of phantom pain origins, it was hypothesized that pre-amputation pain is a kind of risk factor for pain located subsequently in phantom limb. Sensations connected with original disease process, experienced even briefly before amputation, may later manifest themselves as phantom pain. Interestingly, it is pre-amputation pain intensity, not its duration, especially vital. In the present study phantom pain occurred whenever after amputation in more participants with preamputation pain than in those who had not experienced pain before limb loss. The disparity, although within the limit of statistical significance, supports a tendency described in the literature and corroborates Katz and Melzack's concept of so called somatosensory pain memory [20, 33, 34] . An occurrence of phantom pain, which is similar in its quality and intensity to pre-amputation pain, might be explained in terms of nervous system's ability to store in neurons and synaptic junctions memory of pain which had appeared before limb loss. Noteworthy, patients who had experienced pain before amputation, more often reported phantom pain whenever in the past, while in a lesser degree, this tendency applied to phantom pain felt at the moment of the research. The obtained results are consistent with results of Kooijman et al. [16] who stated that pre-amputation pain is a risk factor only for phantom pain immediately or briefly after amputation, but not for long-lasting pain.
More frequently than phantom pain, non-painful phantom sensations were reported by participants, what is consistent with previous studies [26] . Similarly to phantom pain, non-painful phantom sensations receded across time in some individuals. The most frequent non-painful phantom sensation was ability to "move" phantom limb, both intentionally and habitually. There existed the cooccurrence of various non-painful phantom sensations, where an ability to move phantom limb combined with itching accompanied by pins and needles were the most frequently reported. In the study there were also people experiencing untypical phantom sensations connected with body image alterations. Two respondents reported telescoping phenomenon, which is a gradual phantom limb shortening. Some participants of the research reported an impression of possessing a limb, but simultaneously the limb was able to penetrate through objects. One person experienced phantom limb paralysis and it is noteworthy, that before amputation the person had experienced fingers' tendons rupture and had lost an ability to move those fingers. It may suggest, that not only somatosensory pain memory is possible, but also that memory of non-painful phantom sensations may exist. If the sensations are somehow unnatural, intense and long-lasting, they might be encoded in nervous system and then occur as a symptom of phantom limb phenomenon [28] . There were also participants who tried to walk or jumped out of their bed or chair, because they "forgot that their limb (or limbs) had been amputated. This behaviour is consistent with a tendency to forget about the limb's absence which was described by Gallagher and Meltzoff [1] . Attempts to walk or stand up using two limbs, despite the lack of one of them, are expression of preserved motor schema which is coded in nervous system. They indicate a highly automated nature of walking with a slight susceptibility of the motor schema to changes in a direct post-amputation period. Modification of this encoded pattern proceeds gradually, as signals and pieces of information coming from various sources (various body parts) are integrated.
Analysis of phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations co-occurrence did not prove statistical significance in group of subjects experiencing phantom pain whenever after amputation. Considering currently experienced phantom pain, the analysis showed a relation between phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations. It suggests that non-painful phantom sensations appear considerably more often in people experiencing phantom pain and when there is no pain, they may have a transient nature. The observations support results of the previous studies, in which non-painful phantom sensations occurred more frequently in patients who suffered from phantom pain than in those who were free from this kind of pain [16, 26] . It was also observed that the sensations were more often of kinetic and kinaesthetic than exteroceptive nature, as demonstrated in the literature [26] .
There exists a disagreement, if phantom limb is body image or body schema distortion [1] . More convincing are the arguments for treating phantom limb as a disturbance of body image, which includes perceptive experiencing of own body, its mental representation and emotional attitude towards the body. Two latter elements form a set of beliefs or attitudes and have a nature of intentional processes [1, 10] . Phantom phenomenon is accompanied by vivid feeling of a limb presence, its attachment to a body and certain emotional attitude towards experienced sensations. Moreover, observations suggest that patients reporting ability to move the phantom limb, do it intentionally and plan a course of the activity. According to their relations, such movement requires focussing on a limb or "imagining" the movement. It gives a ground for treating phantom limb phenomenon as an element of body image, containing not only sensory properties of such experiences, but also engaging conceptual qualities, i.e. imagination, intention, and plan of action. Therefore, the phenomenon recruits higher order processes and mental representations [29] . Phantom sensations, according to Melzack [1] , involve "perceptual awareness", that is why they should be considered as body image malformation.
Taken together, the study extends the knowledge on phantom limb phenomenon in individuals after limb/limbs amputation by describing incidence and properties of phantom pain and non-painful phantom sensations, and interpreting them in terms of body image distortion. However, despite this contribution, it has its limitations. First, the sample was not large and consisted significantly more men than women. Second, the group was diverse in terms of amputation characteristics. It would be advisable, in our opinion, to revise the study in more homogeneous group and to control amputation variables more carefully. Third, the research had exploratory nature and used only self-reports. The study design was simple and did not allow to manipulate variables. Last, we did not control state of health (e.g., neurologic deficits) and neuropsychological functioning of the subjects. We find it beneficial to apply in the future studies some additional variables and measures which would expand possibility to investigate phantom limb phenomenon mechanisms and interpret it from neuropsychological point of view.
